
 

 

Each publication of D.A.R.E is to update the students on the events and achievements of
the past semester and make the future semesters even more productive.
Design, Analyse, Reform and Educate is our main motive. We embrace on the sharing of
different ideas, perspectives, and research. Being a mechanical engineer requires creative
design, innovation, technical knowledge and continuous improvements. Mechanical
engineers design, build and analyze motor vehicles, aircraft, heating and cooling systems,
watercraft, manufacturing plants, industrial equipment and machinery, robotics, medical
devices, alternative energy and more. Mechanical engineering is an incredibly broad field,
offering a variety of opportunities in the engineering, technology and other industries. This
is interpreted in the acronym D.A.R.E.

D   A   R   E

Mechanical engineers deal with the mechanics
of motion and the transfer of energy. Our world
incredibly dependent on the conversion of
energy into useful forms.  Mechanical engineer
is extremely important in this conversion. In
addition to working in the conversion of energy,
mechanical engineers may also work in finding
and developing new forms of energy.
Mechanical engineers develop new energy
systems such as power cycle devices, fuel cells,
gas turbines and many others.

Mechanical design is to design parts,
components, products, or systems of
mechanical nature. Most mechanical
engineers work in the design and control of
mechanical, electromechanical and fluid power
systems . Design engineers take into account a
truly wide number of factors in the course of
their work, such as: product performance,
cost, safety, manufacturability, serviceability,
human factors, aesthetic appearance,
durability, reliability, environmental impact and
recyclability.

Automation generally means introducing
computerized controllers into the existing
Mechanical systems. The computerization
helps in restructuring the methods, eradicating
errors, growing productivity, and increasing the
overall functional efficacy. Automation and
Robotics Engineering is the use of control
systems and information technologies to
reduce the need for human work in the
production of goods and services.
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Design Automation

Robotics
Robotics is a field of engineering that deal with
design and application of robots and the use of
computer for their manipulation and
processing. Mechanical engineers design the
robot’s structure, joint mechanisms, bearings,
heat transfer characteristics, etc. Mechanical
engineers play a large part in assisting the
robotics industry as it progresses and expands.
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Mission
Impart high quality teaching-learning experience through the use of student-centered pedagogy. 

Create hands-on learning opportunities through student participation in the activities of professional
societies, clubs and community service programs. 

Provide opportunities and facilities to get exposed to research-based projects.

Vision
" Excel as a department creating mechanical engineers capable of leading industry, academia and society at
large. "
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      The inaugural ceremony of the new academic block was held on 28 February 2019. Dr. K.T Jaleel, the
honorable Minister for Higher Education, Government of Kerala was the chief guest on the occasion. Shri.
Chittayam Gopakumar, MLA, Adoor presided over the function. A host of dignitaries, including Shri. Anto
Antony, (MP, Pathanamthitta), Dr. P Sureshkumar (Director, IHRD), graced the occasion with their presence
Dr. Jayasree V K, Principal CE Adoor delivered the welcome address. Following the presidential address,
the honorable chief guest inaugurated the new academic block. The logo of the Techfest AAROH 2019 was
unveiled by honorable chief guest on that occasion. The event concluded with electrifying performances by
the college band and college dance team. On the occasion of the inauguration of the new academic block, a
science and technology exhibition was held at the venue, on February 28 and March 1. Students from
nearby schools and colleges thronged the venue on both days.
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Mechanical Block Inauguration
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Engineering team of the Micro Air Vehicles Laboratory at Delft University of Technology in theNetherlands,
built a  insect-sized flyer, weighing less than an ounce, miniature robot called DelFly. Engineers have
various practical applications in mind. For example, when per-fected, the bots could flit around greenhouses
spotting diseases with their cameras. The robots could also be fitted with apparatuses to perform an even
more vital and insect-like task pollinating crops. There is a decrease in need and beehives all around the
world since 2000.Scientists pondered many possible causes of bees’ plight, including pesticides, habitat
loss,   poor diet   due to the limited variety of agricultural crops,   parasites called   Varroa   destructor mites,  
and other pests or a   combination of  these   factors.   The first   DelFly,built in  2005 ,   was   insect-lik,   but  
on a  bigger   scale .   Made  from  ultra-lightweight   materials thin   sheets of   Mylar stretched   over a 
 carbon fiber frame it   weighed   21 grams   and had a  wingspan of 50 cm.   Over time, as the  Delft team
learned more, the drones    miniaturized.   DelFly II  had    about   half   the wingspan   and   could   hover  
 and   fly   forward   and  backward,   staying   airborne   for   15 minutes.   DelFly Micro shrunk to 3 grams
and a 10 cm wingspan. The 2013 DelFly Explorer gained autonomous navigation, thanks to a stereovision
camera and hardware for processing obstacle detection no mean feat for a system that could only weigh a
few grams. In DelFly Nimble flight is controlled by insect-inspired motion adjustments of its two pairs of
flapping wings. The absence of the tail makes DelFly Nimble very agile and less vulnerable to wind. That
enables it to dart as nimbly as a fly escaping a swatter and then straighten itself out and return to its original
heading
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The Drone and The Bee

Team of Roboticists At Harvard’s School of Engineering and Applied Sciences have built a fly like robot 
 which can be used for pollination. They envisioned a box of 1,000 RoboBees, cumulatively weighing under
a kilogram, which would be set free to find flowering plants to pollinate or, with different programming,
search for survivors at the   scene   of   a disaster  or the  location of a gas leak along   a   pipeline.
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  The team   used   a deep   neural  network   (DNN) chip,   which mimics   the   real    brain’s architecture
and   neuronal   connection,   enabling   the robot   to  do  many things concurrently. DNNs can work with
speech   recognition,   so  in theory, RoboBee hives could   be   voice-controlled.  That   ambition ran into
the limits of  electronic   hardware. Technologically,   it’s not yet possible   to equip a 100-milligram  flying
robot   with  enough control  and battery   power   to make   complex   computations, fly autonomously,  and    
interact     with  other       bots.   Consequently,    prototype    RoboBees  remained tethered attached   to   a  
wire  that  supplied power and  control, which in real  crop-pollinating   settings would likely amount to a lot
of tangled wires. So researchers built a slightly bigger bot inspired by a tobacco hawkmoth, which weighed
3 grams but had full autonomy.
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Eijiro Miyako, an engineer at the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology in
Tsukuba, Japan,  affixed horsehair onto a small quadcopter drone, then covered the bristles with a
specially designed ionic gel, sticky enough to transfer pollen between flowers. When the furry drones flew
onto the pink Japanese lilies, they indeed gathered pollen, which they could then transfer to other flowers. 
Unlike the real bees that approach florets gently, Miyako’s do more of a crash-landing but they successfully
collected pollen in 53 percent of attempts and pollinated flowers in 37 percent. And while the success rates
could be improved, the drones proved they can do it.

Even so, not everyone salutes the artificial bee’s flight. A 2018 article in the journal Science of the Total
Environment presented multiple problems associated with robotic pollinators’ use. Building and deploying
enough of them to be commercially significant would result in high energy, carbon, and material footprints.
And old and broken ones littering the countryside could become a source of environmental pollution.

In addition to the engineering problems, replacing honeybees with bot bees would have ecological and
sociological ramifications. There are about 350,000 species of flowering plants on the planet, many of
which use specialized pollinators, so if man made bees focus only on pollinating commercial crops, other
plants will decline, leading to severe biodiversity loss across the ecosystem. And because manmade bees
will not be cheap, the world’s two billion low income farmers will not be able to afford them, which could
radically upend rural economies.



 The annual techno-cultural fest (AAROH) that was held from 5th to 7th of April 2019, was one of the most
memorable events held in the history of CE Adoor with a wide variety of events and workshops made
possible by the active participation of students of CEA, as well as healthy participation from colleges across
the state.
Some of the events organized by the Mechanical Engineering Department were:
1)   ATV CHAMPIONSHIP
For the first time in South India, an ATV (All Terrain Vehicle) Championship was held inside the college
premises and was hosted by the SAE CEA club. This was one of the events that got positive reviews from all
participating teams and viewers alike and attracted active participation of students from our college, as well
as from other colleges.
2) DUCATI WORKSHOP
 The Department of Mechanical Engineering in association with AAROH’19 gladly hosted a one-day
workshop on DUCATI superbikes. The participants had the opportunity to explore the models of Ducati
superbikes on display and also gain knowledge regarding the cutting edge technologies used in the
superbikes. The event witnessed active participation of students across the state.
3) MECHTRIX 2.0
 Mechtrix 2.0 is a bundle of events and tasks that not only gauges the technical acumen of the participant,
but also on the ability to imagine and rationalize things not easily seen. The event witnessed the active
participation of students .
4) REVERSE ENGINEERING
 The Mechanical Engineering Department in association with the CADD CENTER PVT LTD conducted the
event to bring out the ability in students to design and assemble machine components using CAD softwares.
5) LEVERAGE
The Mechanical Department along with FORUM CEA hosted the event. Each team were required to make a
mechanical contraption and run it without any failure
6)AUTO-QUIZ
 The SAE CEA club conducted an auto-quiz to help the participants realize their depth of knowledge
regarding the latest trends in mobility engineering.

T E C H - F E S T  2 0 1 9
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                                                         CEA MOTORSPORTS
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TEAM DRUTHA, which specializes in formula cars,
was launched in the year 2012.The team has
participated in the prestigious Supra SAE India
(formula car design and racing competition) in 2012,
2016 and 2017. Notable achievements of the team
include a 2nd rank in the skid-pad and 4th place in the
overall rankings at the FFS India 2017 (an event
organized by FMAE at the Kari Motor Speedway,
Coimbatore) .

TEAM ASTRA, specializes in ATVs (All Terrain
Vehicles). The team was formed in the year 2017, and
went on to put its first buggy to test at the Mega ATV
Championship 2017. In 2018,the team gained
valuable experience through participation in BAJA
SAEINDIA 2018, ESI 2018, and Mega ATV
Championship 2018. The feedback from these events
led to the design of a more refined ATV for the next
season. As expected, the team delivered an
outstanding performance at the BAJA SAEIndia 2019
event held at IIT Ropar by securing 7th position in the
overall rankings.

TEAM AAGNEYA the go-kart team of CE Adoor was
launched in the year 2018. They made their debut at
the FKDC 2018. In 2019, the team participated in
BFKCT and FKDC. They secured 8th place in the
overall rankings at the FKDC2019.The team delivered
a solid performance at the SKDC 2020 by finishing
2nd in the ‘lightest kart’ category and 4th in the
‘business presentation’ category.

 
TEAM ASTRA

 

          CEA MotorSports is an initiative by the Department of Mechanical Engineering to promote the design
and development of racing vehicles thereby creating hands-on learning opportunities for the students.
Currently three teams operate under CEA MotorSports namely Dhrutha ,Astra and Agneya. 
TEAM DRUTHA

 

TEAM AAGNEYA



ACHIEVEMENTS

  
1) B tech Results
 

2) M tech Results

3) One of our senior faculty professor Dr. K P Venkitraj  has 
received PhD from NIT Trichy . Congratulations sir. 
 

The batch of  2015 -2019 have graduated from our
college with flying colours. Mr Yadhukrishnan J was the
Mechanical branch topper. The other branch toppers were
Miss Reshma Philip (CS), Miss Anju Raju (EC) , Miss
Elsa Susan Jacob (EEE)

Its our proud and privilege to announce that our college
students has again secured top ranks in M-tech.
Mechanical engineering (Thermal Engineering) in the APJ
ABDUL KALAM Technological University examination.
Rank 1 - Abin Roy (CGPA - 8.49/10),  Rank 2 - Shanker
Prasad (CGPA - 8.35/10)
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Dr. K P Venkitraj
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SAE Collegiate Club News
 The members of team Astra conducted a workshop on “Auto suspension design using Lotus

suspension analysis software on 8.2.2019 in the CAD Lab. 30 students primarily from the 2nd and 3rd
year participated in the workshop.
An auto quiz was organized on 16.7.2019. The event was held in the seminar hall. 
Congratulations to team Astra for securing 7th position (All India Rank) in the prestigious BAJA2019
organized by SAEINDIA at IIT Ropar from 8th to the 10th of March 2019. The team secured the high
overall ranking owing to its superior performance in the various individual events (as mentioned below).
Acceleration event -2nd 
Maneuverability event - 5th 
Suspension and traction event - 6th
Endurance race - 7th
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